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Abstract— Service composition in pervasive environments enables users to utilize services in the environment to solve complex
queries. Current work in development of service composition
architectures focuses on wired-networked environments where
solutions are centralized and tailored towards a reliable network
and fixed service topology. In this paper, we present an alternate
and novel design architecture of a broker-based distributed service composition protocol for pervasive environments. We present
simulation results by comparing our protocol to a centralized
architecture for composition. Results show that our distributed
broker-based composition architecture perform better than the
centralized solution in terms of composition efficiency, broker
arbitration efficiency and composition radius.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Service composition refers to the technique of creating
complex services with the help of smaller, simpler and easily
executable services or components. By “Service”, we refer
to any software component, data, or hardware resource on
a device that is accessible by others. For example, we can
consider a Bluetooth-enabled PDA carrying music files to be
a service providing songs in various formats.
The spurt of e-services on the web has increased the importance of service composition. Service Composition enables
us to integrate existing services to satisfy complex requests
(requests that require cooperation of multiple services) by
clients. There has been research [19], [12], [3] in trying to
leverage the wide array of e-services available over the wired
network to be able to provide more customized, complex
services to e-customers. However, in the future, along with
services in the fixed network infrastructure, we would also be
able to access services present in the various mobile devices in
our vicinity. Service composition protocols also need to take
advantage of the services/resources available in the pervasive
environment.
Research in Service composition has predominantly followed two directions. One direction of research tries to
define rich languages [10], [14], [11] to describe services
and workflows appropriately. The other direction of research
aims in developing architectures [20], [12], [13], [18], [4]
that enable service composition. These architectures assume
a workflow specification of a composite service and perform
the task of discovering, integrating and executing the services.

In this paper, we focus on service composition architectures
since we believe that it is critically important in a pervasive
environment and requires a different approach from wired
service composition architectures.
Current service composition platforms [3], [12], [15] have
been designed with the inherent assumption that the e-services
are resident in the fixed network infrastructure. Thus, they
are running on a relatively stable platform and can access
each other using relatively high bandwidth communication
channels. The composition platforms are based on a centralized manager or Broker that manages the various issues
like service path creation [7], delegation of service discovery
to the proper discovery manager, appropriate combination of
different services and management of the information flow
between service components. In pervasive computing environments, firstly, the centralized design approach of wirednetwork based composition engines is prone to single point of
failure, especially since all nodes are mobile and unreliable.
Secondly, service topology (distribution of services on various
ad hoc nodes) changes due to mobility. Service composition
architectures should be able to utilize the spatial distribution
of services to optimize service integration and execution.
Fault management strategy has to take into consideration
network level disconnection, service discovery failures, and
service execution failures. These issues call for an alternate
design approach of service composition systems for pervasive
environments.
We have developed a distributed broker-based protocol for
service composition in pervasive/ad hoc environments. In a
nutshell, our protocols works like this: For each composite request, our protocol elects a Broker from within a set of nodes.
The source node delegates the responsibility of composition
(i.e. discovery, integration and execution) to the elected Broker.
The elected Broker utilizes a distributed service discovery
architecture [5] to discover services. It then integrates and
executes services needed for a composite request. Our protocol
is decentralized and immune to central point of failure. The
Broker election mechanism has the capability of balancing
the total load on the system appropriately within the set
of cooperating nodes. We use a checkpoint-based sourcemonitored fault tolerance mechanism to detect execution-level
faults. We present simulation experiments to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our protocol.

II. BACKGROUND
Service discovery and service composition is an important
and active area of research [2], [8] and has been studied
widely in the context of wired-networked services. Most of the
research in realizing service composition systems for wirednetworked services has a centralized architecture for service
integration and execution management. We are aware of systems like eFlow [3], CMI [19], Ninja Service Composition
Architecture [12], Sheng’s framework [1] on declarative web
service composition based on state charts that broadly address
various problems related to service composition in the context
of wired services. Due to lack of space, we are unable to
present details of these systems.
There has been very limited work in the development of distributed protocols for service composition in ad hoc/pervasive
environments. In prior work [17], we developed a middleware
to handle composite requests from mobile devices using wired
networked resources. Our middleware platform took into account mobility related issues like disconnections, bandwidth
and resource constraints on mobile devices while trying to
process a composite query from the device. The protocol
can be considered as a “one-step” progress to enable mobile devices to compose services. However, it depends on
the wired infrastructure for services. Moreover, middlewareoriented protocols are essentially semi-centralized and hence
unsuitable for ad hoc environments. Basu et. al [16] has
described a hierarchical task-graph based approach to do
service composition in ad hoc environments. In their work,
a composite service is represented as a task-graph with leaf
nodes representing atomic services. Different sub trees of the
graph are computed in a distributed manner in a MANET
(Mobile Ad hoc Network). Service composition is coordinated
by the source of the request. Even though the domain of the
problem is the same as our’s, the approaches are very different.
In their approach, the coordinator uses global search across the
whole network to do composition. This has a high network
load on the system. We believe that the coordinator should be
able to utilize the service topology and do the composition.
To be precise, the coordinator node should be able to consider
the spatial distribution of the services to optimize the cost of
composition. Thus, our protocol does not have any restriction
on the location of the coordinator and we use a distributed
algorithm to decide the best coordinator for a request. Our
protocol allows distributed execution of a composite service
once the coordinator has been decided. Moreover, their approach uses a broadcast-based service discovery mechanism
while we use a more efficient distributed service discovery
mechanism [5] imposing lesser network load.
There is a plethora of work in trying to define languages
to represent composite services in a workflow-oriented or
semantic manner. This class of work in service composition,
nonetheless important is not an issue of this paper. For the
purposes of this paper, the composite service can be represented in any of these languages. Examples of such work
include DAML-S[10], WSFL[14], XLANG[9], BPEL[11] etc.

In particular, we have used DAML-S to represent composite
services.
III. P ROTOCOL
Our composition protocol uses an efficient distributed service discovery infrastructure to discover services that is described in detail in a separate publication [5]. The discovery
protocol uses intelligent selective forwarding technique and
localized broadcasting combined with peer-to-peer caching
to discover services in a MANET. We believe that a truly
distributed service composition protocol should utilize the
topology of the ad hoc network and the spatial distribution
of the services present on them. To achieve this, our protocol
executes a Broker Arbitration phase that decides the most
capable node to act as the coordinator or Broker for a certain
request. Thus, each request may be assigned to a different
Broker. The protocol rapidly adapts to topology changes and
network as well as service failures. We define some key terms
in the protocol:
1) Request Source (RS): Mobile device from where a
particular composite request originates. Note that a node
is referred to as the Request Source only with respect to
the request that it has originated.
2) Service Provider (SP): Mobile device that contains
services that are accessible from other peer nodes.
3) Broker: The device that handles manages the discovery,
integration and execution of a composite request. This
node can itself be the Request Source or a Service
Provider for another composite request.
4) Description-level Service Flow (DSF): Declarative description of a composite service or a composite request.
We use DAML-S to specify a composite service. It
simply consists of a list of service descriptions along
with the desired flow of execution that constitutes the
composite service.
5) Execution-level Service Flow (ESF): A complete specification of the composite service with execution-level
details required to invoke the services in the SPs.
6) Atomic Service: A service that resides on a single SP
and can be invoked from other devices. This service may
consist of further components, but the components must
reside on the same SP to make the service atomic.
Our composition protocol essentially consists of four
phases. (1) The RS initiates a Broker Arbitration Phase that
analyzes the composite request and elects a node to act as
the Broker for that request. The composite request is then
delegated to the Broker from the RS. (2) This is followed by
the Service Discovery Phase where the Broker uses the underlying discovery infrastructure to discover required SPs for the
composition. (3) This is followed by the Service Integration
Phase where the Broker computes service-to-node bindings for
the composite request. An Execution-level Service Flow (ESF)
is computed from the Description-level Service Flow (DSF) of
the composite request. (4) The Service Execution Phase phase
executes the composite service following the ESF. This phase
handles execution-level faults by employing checkpoint-based

monitoring of the execution. In the following subsections, we
describe the different phases in greater detail.
A. Broker Arbitration Phase
This phase is initiated by the RS. The composite request
is parsed to generate a list of the required services. The RS
queries nodes in its vicinity (with controlled broadcast) to
determine their suitability to act as Broker for the composite
request. It supplies them with the enumerated list of services.
Each node computes a potential value for itself based on its
own resources as well as the Service Providers (SP) located
in the local vicinity of itself. The services located in the
local vicinity are obtained from the discovery infrastructure
(explained in the section III-B). This potential value is returned
to the RS. The RS selects the Broker with the maximum
potential value after it has obtained sufficient replies or after a
certain timeout. The local resources considered by the potential
function include number of matching local services, battery
life and current processing load on the node. The potential
function uses remote service advertisements cached by a node
to approximate the number of services in its neighborhood. In
future, we aim to incorporate node density as well as service
density into the potential function. Service density may be
different from node density since there may be more than 1
(or even 0) services on a node.
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The Description-level Service Flow (DSF) of the composite
request is sent to the elected Broker using the underlying routing protocol. Figure 1 shows the flow diagram of this phase.
We have used a service-based routing protocol developed by us
[6] to do routing. In short, our routing protocol is on-demand
and uses the path formed during service discovery to send data.
In [6], we have shown that integrating routing with discovery
in MANETs increase system efficiency.
In this phase, each composite request in the system thus
may be assigned a separate Broker. This makes the architecture
immune to central point of failure and the judicious choice of
Brokers has the potential of distributing the load appropriately
within different devices. Formally, we denote U(B  ) as the

utility value of each potential Broker for a composite request
S.

               
where   )= Number of service advertisements cached by
 ;   )=number of services belonging to the composite
request that are present in the cache of   ;  )=battery life
of  ;   )=Current number of requests being processed by
 . A Broker  is selected based on the following equation.
 such that        
B. Service Discovery Phase
Our composition protocol utilizes our previously developed
service discovery infrastructure [5] (referred to as GSD) to discover services. It also uses the information provided by the infrastructure during the Broker Arbitration Phase. GSD is based
on the concepts of peer-to-peer caching of advertisements of
services and group-based selective forwarding of requests. The
selective forwarding uses DAML-based semantic information
present in the service requests and service descriptions. Each
node advertises its own services via localized broadcast to
limited vicinity. These service advertisements are cached by
peer nodes. Service discovery requests are matched with the
cached descriptions of services for possible match. Service
discovery requests are also selectively forwarded (in case of a
mismatch) to a set of neighbors based on certain service-group
information that is propagated along with the advertisements.
C. Service Integration Phase
The DSF specification of the composite service is converted
into an ESF in this phase. This phase deals with combining the
discovered services meaningfully and filtering out unnecessary
components or services based on execution-level cost estimate
of the composed service. More specifically, corresponding to
each service description in the composite request, an actual
service is discovered. The network load created due to the
discovery process is controlled by regulating the number of
hops within which the service discovery is performed. There
could be multiple instances of the same service existing in
the environment. Our protocol currently selects the nearest
available service. However, it can easily be modified to incorporate other cost factors. A new Execution-level Service
Flow is constructed that contains information on the actual
service, its node binding etc. It also contains control flow
related information and actual network parameters (number
of hops, bandwidth etc) that would affect the flow. This phase
ends when all the required services have been instantiated in
the ESF. Figure 2 describes the pseudo code of the operation
of the protocol during the discovery and integration phase.
D. Service Execution Phase
The Broker goes into this phase after it has discovered
all the services and a complete ESF has been constructed.
In this phase, the Broker coordinates the execution of the
services in the order specified by the ESF. The execution of
the individual services occurs in a distributed manner at the

Fig. 2.

protocol adapts to the changes dynamically and tries to utilize
the available resources in the new environment. We assume
that the RS would not fail before successful completion of the
composition. This is a reasonable assumption, since the RS
would ideally want to keep itself turned on till it receives a
reply.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
Effect of Service Density on Composition Efficiency
1
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0.8
Composition Efficiency (scale of 1)

For each service Si in DSF {
broadCast_Diameter=MIN_DIAMETER;
service_discovered=FALSE;
no_retries=0;
while(!service_discovered &&
no_retries<=MAX_RETRIES) {
Call GSD to discover Si;
if Si has been discovered{
ESF+=Invocation Details of S_i;
service_discovered=TRUE;
}
else {
broadCast_Diameter+=BROADCAST_INCREMENT;
no_retries++;
}
}
}
Pseudo code of Service Discovery and Integration Phase

nodes hosting those services. The Broker uses the underlying
routing protocol [6] to transmit information received from the
previously executed service in the ESF to the next service.
Invocation information for services (e.g. node address, actual
service name, arguments etc) is obtained from the ESF. We
observe that the execution of each composite request follows
a “star” pattern for data and control flow. In other words, the
data flows from one node to another node through the Broker.
Thus we call it “star” execution pattern. In our next phase, we
aim to incorporate “mesh-based” formation of the execution
pattern to the ESF where the data would directly flow from
one service provider to the next service provider. We use a
checkpoint-based source monitored fault tolerance scheme to
detect node failures and hence failures of services residing
in those nodes (if they are part of a composite request). We
describe the process in the next section.
1) Checkpoint-based Fault Tolerance: The basic solution
to address faults in composition is for the source to restart the
whole process if any service has failed during the execution.
This solution is unable to utilize the partial results obtained
so far. The energy and bandwidth spent in computing part of
the query is also lost. In ad hoc environments, services are
not stable. So it is critically important to be able to utilize the
results of the partial execution.
We use checkpoints at the RS with a service-level granularity of one to commit partial executions in the composition. The
RS maintains an execution state for each request it generates.
The Broker coordinating a composition updates the RS with
the “execution-state” as well as the partial result obtained after
a service has been executed. The source times out in absence
of an update from the current Broker. It then re-computes
the ESF by pruning the part that has already been executed
and committed. This request is treated as a new composition
request in the environment and adequate actions are taken.
This solution however, imposes additional overhead of transmitting checkpoints in a MANET. We are currently analyzing
the effect of our checkpointing algorithm on the network
bandwidth. Thus, in case of failures of SPs or Brokers, our
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We implemented our protocol on the well-known ad-hoc
network simulator Glomosim [21] under various service densities, mobility and topologies. We compared our protocol to the
often-used Fixed-Source based Composition protocol where all
the composite requests generated in the system are sent to one
fixed node that acts as the composition engine. We considered
composite requests of various orders (in terms of number of
distinct atomic services required). We define service density as
the percentage of nodes containing one or more of the services
that are required in a composite request. In this paper, we
present results for composite requests having an order of three
with density ranging from 20 to 100%. Simulation was carried
over a set of 64 nodes, following random way-point mobility
with speed of 2m/s and stoppage time of 5s. We considered
a broadcast control hop count of 1 for the Broker Arbitration
Process and underlying GSD protocol.
Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of service density on the
efficiency of composition and broker arbitration. Composition
efficiency refers to the fraction of composite requests that
were successfully instantiated and executed. Broker Arbitration efficiency refers to the fraction of composite requests
for which a Broker was assigned and the task was received
by the assigned Broker. We observe that our Broker-based
composition protocol outperforms the Fixed-Source based
solution by approximately 60%. We also see that the efficiency
increases with increasing service density. This is expected,
since with increasing service density, we increase the chances
of the services being discovered in the vicinity and executed.
Our protocol performs better since it utilizes the services in
the local vicinity of the RS and also assigns Brokers based on

Effect of Service Density on Broker Arbitration Efficiency
1
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
the current network topology. Broker Arbitration Efficiency
is also high in our protocol since the assigned Brokers are
located near the RS. Hence, Broker acknowledgements (from
the source) have to travel lesser hops. Thus, there are lesser
acknowledgement message losses leading to greater arbitration
efficiency.
Figure 5 compares our protocol with the centralized protocol
with respect to composition radius. Composition radius is
defined as the average number of hops needed by a Broker
to discover all the required services for a particular composite
request. The lesser the composition radius, the lesser is the
network overhead in communication. Our protocol shows that
it performs better in locating nearby nodes that contain the
required services. This is more due to the topology-sensitive
placement of the Broker in the Broker Arbitration Phase.
This is also corroborated in figure 6 where we compare the
percentage of discovered services that were found locally in
the assigned Broker node. This result shows that our Broker
placement strategy achieves better utilization of the service
topology.
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